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January 16,2007

The Honorable Christopher Cox
Chairman
United States Secudties and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, DC 20549 -9303

Deat Chairman Cox:

The New York Stock Fxchange OJYSE) recendy submitted for Commission
consideration a proposal to alter NYSE Rule 452. This proposal would end
broker voting of uninstructed shares in the election of a company's board of
directors. The vast majority ofsuch elections are, ofcourse, uncontested.

My otganization, the Amedcan Business Conference (ABC), opposes this
change in Rule 452. As we have aqgued, most expansively in the enclosed
memorandum as well as in a forthcoming piece in Directors axd Boards,we
believe that the NYSE process that led to the proposal did not sufficiently take
into acLount the perspective of midsize and smaller companies. Ife also
believe that, if implemented, the denial of the use of the btoker vote in director
elections would exact large new costs on issuers, particulady smaller issuers,
without a cofirnensurate benefit for coryorate govemarrrce.

Others have expressed concern about the costs o[ the NySE's proposal. In an
important report released last month, the Investrnent Company Institute (ICD
concluded that if the NYSE's proposal is put into effect, mutual fund expense
tatios "could rise by approximately 1 to 2 basis points owing to higher proxy
costs." Funds with "smaller average account balances and more than the
normal difficulties rn obtaining voted proxies," would be especially hard hit.
According to ICI, they could see their expense ratios increase by as much as 5
basis points.
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ABC does not deny that the broker vote is ripe for teform. Currently, the
broker vote results in the casting of uninstructed shares exclusively on the side
of management recommendations. of course, it cannot be true that all the
votes not cast in elections for the board would, had they been cast, have
unanimously supported managemeRt recommendations. yet that is the
pncacl-l effect of the btoker vote in its present incarnation.

contrary to the recommendation of the NysE, the answer to this problem is
not to deny the use of the broker vote in director elections. A similer,
economical and proven altemative is readily at hand, namely proportional
o.otitrg,-9r a broker-by-broker basis, of uninstructed shares. 

' 
For example, if

those clients of YYZ Secutities Firm who choose to return their prc*ies vote
8o/20 in favot of a particular direcror, the uninstructed shares w6dd be vored
in the same proportion.

The. advantages of moving to proportional voting of uninstructed shares ari
obvious. First, and this particulady applies to tne rranan-l of ..iust vote no,'
campaigns conducted each yeat, proportional voting would address activists'
objection to the broker vote as a thumb on tlee scale in managemends favor.
second, while providing for a' furet treatrneflt for an sharehoiders, proportional
voting would retain the cost advantages that the broker vote provides.- Third,
proponional voting could immediately be administered throrlgh the existins
st{eet side proxy system. Indeed, chades schwab, a brokeragi company th"at is
not a member of the NYSE, has. already adopted a proportioinal lrotirrg poli.y.
Additionally, it is common practice for many issuers to use proportionai voting
to vote the uninstructed shares held in company stock plans.

It is regrettable a.'d ptzzltngthat the NysE did not embrace proportional
voting. However, ABC has every confidence, given yorrr demo.r^strated
commitrnent, and the commitnent of the commission as a whole, to policies
designed to protect investors while lowering tre cost of issuer compliance, that
the merits of proportional voting will be self-evident.
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Accordingln we hope that you and your colleagues will urge the Exchange to
reconsider its pioposal to alter Rule 452 in light of the superior advantages of
proponional voting.

Sincerely,

The Honorable Paul S. Atkins
The Honorable Roel C. Campos
The Honorable Annette L. Nazareth
The Honorable Kathleen L. Casey
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Memorandum

To:
From:
Date:

Re:

In,tpril 2005, the New York Stock Exchange OIY.SE) established a wprking
group to make tecommendations with respect to NYSE proxy rules. The
group s chau was Larry Sonsini, a noted colPorate attorney, the chaitman of
the NYSE's Regulatiorq Enforcemeng and Listing Standards Committee, and a
former di's61er of the Exchange. The gtoup's members included
representatives of NYSF Iisted companies, NYSE member organizations,
initinrtional investors, representatives of the lega.l communiry, and the
chairman of the NYSE Individuai Investors Advisory Board.l

LastJune, the wotking gtoup issued its repott. As a kind of case study of the
cuflent regulatory environment, the report deserves the carefi.rl attenlTon of
anyone intetested in corporate goYernance, and the uses to which that
malleable term can be put.

.Thepu4tose of the wotkinggloup

In the United States, brokers and banks hold tide to more than eighty'five
percent of all publicly traded shares; these shares are said to be held in "street
name." The beneficial owflers of these shares, whether individual investors
with.brokerage accdunts, or institutions, or mutual funds, or hedge funds,
retain all of the economic rights of stock ownership, including, for example, the

lFor a list of the working group members, see the appendix to this memorandum.
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right to buy, sell, and vote the shares, as well as the right to receive capital gains

and dividends.

Btokerage frrms who are members of the New York Stock Exchaoge follow

certain rules of membership. Among those rules ate ones pertaining to the

proxy process. It is through the prory process that companies convene theit

annual meetings and shareholders exetcise their voting rights ofl corporate

matters at those meetings.

NYSE prory rules involve three large matters crucial to corporate elections and

shareholder commirnications: the btoker or "10-day" vote (IrtrYSE Rule 452)'
the defiaition of matters consideted non-routine (aod thetefore ineligible for
broker votes), and the setting of fees brokers charge issuets for distributing
proxy mat€rials and related commrrnications (IrtrYSE Rule 465). Although these
are NYSE rales, thel app! t0 all prlbhc conPanies and their inue$ort.

When the working group's formation was announced last year, its creation was
related to the latger decision of the NYSE to become a publicly traded
business. It seemed teasonable for the Exchange to explore, through an
informal working group, the extent to which a for-pro6t NYSE should
continue to exercise tegulatory oversight of the prory process.

Among the possible changes that the Exchange suggested when it announced
the forrnation of the working group were the elimination or, at least, the
refonning of the broker vote rule, and the discontinuance of the NYSE's role
as the administrator of proxy fees. In shorg it appeared that in April 2005, the
NYSE intended that the working group would provide some fairly focused
ideas for rdieving the Exchange of some of its regulatory responsibilities over
the proxy process. This, at least, was my assumption vhen I made an informal
presentation on the broker vote to tl1e working goup in May 2005.

I was wrong. By the dme the working group issued its report lastJune, its
sense of its mission had expanded matkedly. For example, accotding to the
report, ('the single objective" of &e group had somehow become the
development of "tecommendations which would create a more effective and
efficient voting system for investors."

"As part of this objective," the report says, the working group "was
encouraged" - by whom it is not clear - to consider the NYSE s broker vote
and fee setting rules "within the broader ftamework of the proxy voitng
system" and "make such recommendations as it deems apptopiate even where
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those recommendations uent bEond the specifc nguknry authori4 of the NYSE"
[emphasis added].

To the obiection that an infomal wotkiirg group ought not to rove at will
beyond the regulatory authority ofthe body that cteated it, the report offets
[tde in the way of justification. Rather, it simply points to the Exchange's
leadership on corporate governance matters, a proposition not necessadly self-
evident to everyone. It also assutes teaders that the members of the working
group were "cognizant" that all companies and all shareholders "would be
affected by any changes" in proxy rules.

Thc brokeriote and the wo4ringgroup

By law, inainional beneficial owners of equity vote their shares in corporate
elections. In conffasg indiuidual inuestorr with brokerage accounts often do not
vote the shares tley beneficially own. This can cause problems for f,rms with
large numbers of individual street side shareholders. Although some large-cap
companies fit this ownership proftle, small and mid cap companies more
qrpically have large'amounts of their stock in the brokerage aicounts of
individuals.

The broker vote rule addresses the problem caused by the failure of many
individual investors to vote their shares. Under the rule, when beneficial
owirers do not return their proxy cards, tllefu brokers mal vote those
"uninstructed" shates on matters of routine business. Not all brokers avail
themselves of this opportunity. Typically, vrhen brokers do exercise their dght
to vote uninstructed shares, they vote in favor of management's
recommendations.

Defining what constitutes rourine business has been the responsibility oF the
Exchange, subject to the approval of the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEQ. At present, the broker vote is used in regard to three *"tters,
establishment of a quorum for shareholder meetings, approval of an
independent auditor, and election of riir6s161s in uncontested elections.

The most basic service provided by the broker vote is allowing companies ro
achieve quorum for their annual meetings. Vithout a quorum, there is no
meeting and no colporate business can get done. In 2004, had the broker vote
not been in effect, 85 percent of NYSE companies would have been working
to reach quorum in the final nine days before tieir meetings while 23 petceni
would not have reached quorum by the meeting date. In a wodd without the
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broket vote, companies uncertain of their ability to reach quorum in a timely

way would be forled to hire proxy solicitors, at considerable cost, to round up

votes simply to allow a meeting to proceed.

so far as I know, no one argues that companies should face greater exPense

simply to reach quorum. Instead, the controversy surrounding the broker vote

t..rdr tn focus on directot elections. Institutions and shareholder activists

argue that in the election of dtectors, the broker vote functions as a thumb on

thi scale in favot of management in "just vote no" campaigns, which current

NYSE rules fail to define as non-toutine' On that poing they ate sutely

coffect.

The brainchild of former SEC CommissionerJoseph Grundfest, "iust vote no"

campaigns are a protest device by which unhappy shareholders withhold their

"otes 
f- the board of directors or specific members of the board. It is not

easy to get exact statistics on the number of "iust vote no'r campaigns waged

each year. The best number I have seen suggests that there were only about

twenty such efforts in calendar year 2004. They are tyPically waged against

Iarge corporations.

'Just vote no" campaigns cannot defeat board candidates since, as a legal

matter, only one vote in favor of an unopposed candidate assures his or her

election. Rather, the purpose is to embarrass management and the board and

thereby fotce change. To that end, the highet the percentage of withheld votes,

the higher the level of embarrassment. The broker vote works to lower that
percentage because btoker-voted shares favor management recommendations

and, therefore, are cast in favor of the candidates for the board.

An obvious solution to this predicament is simPly to reftain ftom using the

broker vote in the handfi.rl of board elections subiect to "iust vote no"

campaigns. In other words, such situations should be deemed contested races

and, thetefore, non-routine. Some argue that the task of identifying legitimate

"just vote no" campaigns presents difficulties. It is certainly true that issuers

would have a strong incentive to deny the validity of a "iust vote no" campaign
launched against them, thereby keeping their thumb on the scale. Similady, for

their part, activists would have an incentive to broaden the number of "iust

vote no" campaigns to include frivolous and unsubstantial protest gestures.

The good news is that neither side would have to define what constitutes a

legitimate "iust vote no" effort. ADP, the independent processor of the vast

majority of street side voting, already administets the routine/non-routine
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criteria in consultation with the NYSE.2 It could easily apply whatwer criteria
v/ere established for identi$'ing "just vote no" campaigns. Given ADP's
neutral status, there is every reason to believe that an acceptable and reasonable
process could be put in place to.declare a "iust vote no" campaign genuine,
thereby making the director election in question non-routine and thus not
subject co the broker vote.

Even if this sensible and targeted solution were adopted, the broker vote would
still require reform. As it now exists, it is an absurdity. It cannot be ffue that
all the votes not cast in elections for the board, for the appointrnent of an
auditor, or, maybe even in the esablishment of a quorum, would, had thel been
catt,have vnanimously supported management recommendations. Yet that is
the practical effect of the broker vote.

The American Business Conference believes, as I have noted in a number of
places, including before the NYSE working group, that a better altemative
would be the pmportional uoting on a bmkcr-fu-bmker Darr, of uninstructed shares.
In other words, if those clients of XYZ Securities Firm who choose to retum
their proxies vote 80/20 in favor of a particular director, the uninstructed
shares would be voted in the same proportion. Such a systern would provide
fairer treatrnent for all shareholders-while retaining the broker vote. One wide-
awake brokerage company, Chades Schwab, has already adopted a proportional
voting policy.'

I have come to think tlat proportional voting ought to apply to L grcLt many
matters, whether ot not routine, that come before shareholders for a vote.
Cwrendy, adoption of many non-routine matters requires a majority of the
outstanding shares for approval. This vote is inherently inaccurate sfutce,
absent the broker vote, all uninstructed shares are considered '.no,, votes. It
would be mote accurate, if not absolutely precise, to use proportional voting.
Not incidentally, it would also be a way of removing the now for-profit NySE
from deciding in many cases what is routine and not routine - a task that, in my
opinion, it should not be asked to fulfill.

When the working group issued its report inJune, however, it quickly became
clear that it had no intention of removing the NYSE from the admirdstrarion

2 Automated Data Processing (dDP) recendy announced that it is spinnhg off its investor
communications business into a sqrarate company. when I use "ADP" in tlis memorandum, it is
that business to which I am referring.
: I am told that it is also common practice for many issuers to use proportional voting to vote the
uninstructed shares held in company stock plans.
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of the btoker vote -- quite to the contrary, in fact. Its chief recommendation
was simply to declare all director elections non-routine while preseiwing the
broker vote for quorum pr'?oses and for the ratification of the board's
appointrnent of an auditot.

Accompanyi4g this recommendation were large claims for its significance fot
good colporate governance:

... filt is importznt to recognize that the election of a directot,
ewn where the ebction is untonte$ed., is not a toutine event in the life
pf a cotpotaion. Directors are simply too irrrpofant to the colporation

, for theit election to ever be considered routine. Whib tbis is likety to nsalt
in some greater costs and difiruttiu for isnerc,it is a cost nqaired to Ue pAa
for bettet cofporate governance and transparency of the election
ptocess. [emphasis added]

I do not undersand how requiring thousands of companies (really their
stockholders) to pay rnore for uncontested director elections - and the
overwhelming bulk of director elections are uncontested and not subiect to
"just vote no" campaigns - is a categorical imperative for better corporate
govemance. If we have a corporate govemance problem in this country, the
locus of that problem surely lies elsewhere.' After all, declaring director
elections non-routine does not confer to shareholders a new, fundamental right
to vote for directors. They a.lteady have that righq it is their failure to exercise
theit franchise that is the predicament for issuets. a

What would be the long-term effect of declaring director elecrions non_
routine? Two things come to mind.

Firsg-as the report itself notes, there is xeady amovement to require that
board candidates receive z majoity of shareholder votes cast in oider to serve.
some large companies have already voluntarily adopted one or another version

a rhe working group considered the medts of a broket-by-btoker proportional voting systenr,
concluding that the idea was "somervhat attractive" but not an "optimum result.- vfiy only 

-

"somevrhat attractive?" The working gtoup tepott alleges that a proportional voting tist.- . *^y b.
subject to abuse" if "one btoker has a large number of uninstr"cld share, ,rrd a., ,r-rr,.rr,r"l .rot by
the_instructed shares." The reSrort does not explain how, practically, this sort of"abuse" could be
pulled off and why. rn fhe absence of such an explanation - one that the people at charles Schwab
should be demanding - I conclude that this vague and unsubstantiated '.conc;m,, was ius( a pretext
to dismiss proportionate voting out of hand.
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of this idea. It is possible that, in the coming years, changes in state law will
make majodtarianism the default staadard for all public companies.

If that happens, and if the broker vote no longer applies for director elections,
tJre effect on issuers, as t}le report concedes, would be "significant'' and
adverse. To avoid a failed election, or an election of a director by a meager
margin - no one with a normal ego wants to get only 50.1 petcent of the vote
in an uncontested race - companies would inevitably have to pay proxy
solicitots a good deal of money and consume a lot of time to round up votes.
How such an expensive paper chase would benefit corporate govemance is not
clear.5

Second, and this is the larger point, dedadng all director elections as non-
routine would endanger what would remain of the broker vote. Some
shateholder activists, such as t}le Council of Institutional Investots, have in the
past said they would tolerare the broker vote if it were used only to establish a
quorum.; The trouble is, under cuffent state law, the broker vote probably could
not be limited in that way. Most experts believe that in the absence of other
routine matters to which the broker vote would apply, tlninstructed rharex coald not
be wted lry brokers to establi$ a q nrum. Thus, law fitms are advising their
corporate clients that, in the event that director elections become non-routiire,
issuers should, in the words of a rnemo by attorneys at King & Spalding,
"ensute that each annual meeting has at least one routine matter on the ballot"
in order to make use of the broker vote for quorum puqroses.6

The only routine matter that would temain, if ditector elections were redefined
as non-routine, is the ratification of the appointrnent of an auditor. It was not
so very long ago that corporate cdtics regarded the relationship between an
issuor and its accounting firm as anything but routine. I think it inevitable that
this iase will be made again, thereby threatening the continued existence of the
broker vote.

s Embedded in this tutn-out the vote mentality is, of course, a rarely examined assumption that
cotporate governance is or ought to be analogous to political democracy. A skeptical evaluation of
this assumption can be found in A. Gilchdst Sparks, II! "Colporate Democracy - What It Is, What
It Isn't, and What It Should Be." Gilchrist's papet was presented at the Spdng 2006 meeting of the
ABA Section of Business Law in Tampa, Florida- Sparks was co-chair, with working group membet
Margatet Foran, of the ABA task fotce on majority voting.
6 King & Spaulding U,C, Clert Ah* Direaor Ehctiott lYo d Be Inpate d b1 NYSE Gotp pnpont,

June 9, 2006. Available on the fitm's website, www.kslaw.com.
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If adopted by the NYSE, the \florking Group's-recommentlo" t9 t"S" 
.

boatd'elections non-routine will set in motion forces that will needlessly raise

costs to all issuers without any demonstrable improvement in issuer

accountability or governance. As is so often the case, thoqe costs will

disproportionatef be bome by smaller public companies.T That the working

$o"p rhtug.d off reforms such as proportional vot'mg or making "iust vote

io" iotrt"rt" ton-routine represeflts a missed opportunity t9 improve the

btoker vote without sacrificing the real benefits it provides'"

The context

ltlhy did the working group naffow the application of the broket vote, thereby

endangering its existence? One answer is that there was no one on the group

who had a discernible stake in the vote's presewation and reform.

The representatives of the institutional investors were of course likely to be

hostile to the broker vote, particularly as it pertains to difectof elections. One

cannot expect them to have taken any other position' As for the
representatives of the brokerage firms, while their companies administer the
b;ker vote according to NYSE requirements, they have no financial stake in
its preservation.

The real problem was with the issuet reptesentatives' As professionally
distinguished as they were, none were drawn from the 23 percent of NYSE
companies tlat would not have made quorum in 2004 absent the broker vote.

None, therefore, had a visceral commitment to forestalling its weakening.

Further, none of the issuet representatives came from the universe of smaller
public companies. The smallest company by revenues on the wotking Soup

7 As the repott of the working group concedes, the adverse cost and telated consequences of making

uncontested director elections non-routine "could fall most &amatically on smallet issuers, who have

a smallet proportion of institutional investors and/or greater difficuity in contacting shareholders and

convincing them to vote h uncontested elections,"
s The recommendation to make all director elections non-routine and the coss that vould entail is an

excellent example of what Professor Lynn Stout of the UCLA School of Lavr calls "the uninteoded

consequences of top-down corporate govemance 'reforms' that ate not based on compelling

evidence." Lynn A. Stoug 'The Mythical Benefits of Shareholder Contro\" UCLA School of I-aw,

I_,ap dt Ennomict Ruearch Paper Seriet, Bercanh papa No. 06-1 9, p. 15- Professor StouCs papet deserves

broad attention for its lgamed and iconoclastic andysis of the claims made fot shareholdet

democracy in tegard to the election and removal of directots. It is available without chatge at

http:lsqs.caa/abstraqF9295l-0.
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was Amerigtoup Corporation a Virginia-based managed care provider. In

2005, this midsize firm reported aanual revenues of over $2 billion. According

to its website, 99.4 percent of Amerigroup:s outstandiflg shares are held by
institutions. Given that remarkably unusual ownership profile, the broker vote,

for Amerigroup, is an irrelevancY,

The other three issuers represented on the working group - Pfizer, Exx^on

Mobil, and American Express - also have large institutional ownership.e And
all three are members of the Business Roundtable @RT), which limits its
members to America's largest companies and is perhaps the most influential of
all business associations here in Washington. One of the legal representatives
on the working Soup, Amy Goodman, a partner at Gibson, Dunn and
Crutcher, is counsel to the BRT on.proxy issues.

This BRT connection is significanr In 2004, the Roundtable petitioned the
Securities and Exchange Commission for a rulemaking in regatd to street side
shareholder communications. The BRT petition was an attack ofl the cuffent
street side proxy process. It alleged that the ptocess was technologically
backward, cosdy, dilatory, and an un4ecessary barrier to good corporate-
shareholder communications.lo

Under the cuffent single processor model, an independeng third-party
processing service - ADP in most cases - forwards to beneficial owners, not all
of *hom wish to have their identity known to issuers, proxy materials relating
to annual meetinp, including proxy cards. The processor subsequendy tallies,
with audited controls, the street side vote and reports the results to issuers.
ADP works under conttact to the banks and broker-dealers who supply it with
the oames and addresses of beneficial owners. The banks and broker-dealers

e The approximate institutional holding as a pe(centage of outstaoding stock of the three companies
is as follows: Exxon Mobi! 527o;Pfne\ 66Yo; Arr,,erican Exptess,837o- These data come from the
Intemet site Yahoo! Finance. Sirnilat sites report slightly varyiag pef,centages.
ro The 2004 BRT petition was supported by Georgeson, a prory solicitation firm, and by the
Ametican Society of Corporate Sectetaries (ASCS). ASCS, which recendy "tebnnded" itself as the
Society of Cotporate Secretaries and Govemance Ptofessionals, The lattet gtoup concems itself,
according to its website, www.governanceprofessionals.org. with, among other things, the "ptoxy
process and the annual meeting of shareholdes and shareholder telations, particulady with large
institr:tional ownets." The American Business Conference opposed the BRT's petition, as did the
AFLCIO, the Secutities Industry Association, aad other grouPs and individuals. It is not my
thought to replay the details of this controyersy. The petition and the various comment letters
reacting to th€ petition are available on the SEC website (www.sec.gov).
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subsequently invoice issuers fot their proxy-related costs: The NYSE, in nun,
sets the fees banks and broker-dealers charge issuers.

In its petition to the SEC, the Roundtable called for eliminating the role
curently played by btoker-dealers and ADP in street side proxy
communication and voting, in favor of some sort of dfuect communication
between companies.and shareholders. This proposal raises a number of
impotant matters that I have addressed elsewhere.ir The one that concerns
me here is that, obviously, the broker vote under the BRT's proposal would
disappear with the elimination of broker-dealers from the proxy process. You
can't have a broker vote vrithout brokers.

Ironically, pethaps, since big issuers and institutional investors so often are sein
as at odds, in regard to the broker vote the BRT and otganizations representing
institutional investors shate a similar perspective. For diffetent reasons, both
seek, or (in the BRT's case) would tolerate, its elimination. And that rneafls
that neither would have much of an incentive to prusue intelligent reform of
the broker vote, such as, for example, the establishment of proportional
voting.t2

In summary, the NYSE working group lacked issuer representatives committed
to the broker vote. That fact, in the face of hostility from representatives of
institutional investors ot indifference from representatives of broker-dealers,
made it unlikely that the maintenance and improvement of the broker vote
would be an alternative thoroughly explored or ultimately recommended by the
working group.

Studv orooosals

Just as it would preserve, in diminished form, the NYSE's administration of the
broker vote, the working group's report assumes that, for the foreseeable

1r See, cg., I-etter ofJohn Endean toJonathan G. Katz, Secretary U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, Re Rule No- 4-493, Business Roundtable Petition for Rulemaking Regatding
Shateholder Communications, July 19, 2004- T'his lenet is available on the SEC website,

oyvrw.sec.gov).
12 I do not mean to sugest that the Roundtable actively opposes the broker vote. Instea4 the BRT
has argued that the vote is on its way out and the Roundtable for its part has not been inclined to do
much about that. For example, in a 2004 presentation to the Securities Indusiry Association, Amy
Goodman, the BRT outside counsel and NYSE working group mi:mber, noted that use of the btoker
vote had been curtailed in regard to shareholder approval of equity cornpensation plans. She added
that "consideration" was being given to "futher testrictions" of the broker vote. Ms. Goodman's
PowerPoint presentation does not state who, exacdy, was pondering these firrther rcstdctions.
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future, the NYSE will continue to administer proxy fees thtough Rule 465. It
99": "9, 

examine the implications of having a fot-profit entitylxercise this
kind of regulatory authority. Indeed, it recommends that the irrysE hunch a
series of studies that, taken together, would have the effect of expanding the
Exchange's influence over the sueet side proxy process. Here ii whete the
working group's "mission creep,,' described eadier in this memorandum. can
be seen.

]he.worklng qoup proposed that the NySE hire an undesignated
"independent third parry'' to aralyze and make recommendations
regarding "the structrue and amount of fees paid pursuant to Rule 465.,,
A parallel initiative would continually evaluate "thi effectiveness and
necessity'' of the broker vote.

The working group called on the Exchange to review brokers' contracts
with ADP as well as to conduct "satisfaction surveys" of the ..various
constituents in t-l-re proxy voting process.',

lhe lorking.er_oup urged the Elchange to request that the SEC ..study
theroleandinfluence'.ofshareholderadvisorygroupsintheproxy
system.

. Most expansively, the working group recommended a NySE study to
review "the entire shareholder communications and proxy vodng
system." It spdcifies that the study,s authors wil also . ,..om-"ira 

"plan to evolve the curent system into a free market model with
competitors to ADP and unregulated fees.,'

In its lawyedy and measuted way, the report is carefirr to cite the street side
proxy system's benefits, calling it "a tremendous success:" yet it also notes,
without commeflt, the BRT's ciaim that the system is ..iircuitous,'
"unnecessarily time-consuming," expensive, and an impedirnent to
communication between issuers and their beneficial owners. Those don't
sound like the elements of a "tremendous success" to me. I do not think they
will_sound that way to otler readers, eitier, especially given the report's -r".iol.
study recommendations. \x{hile the report dois t ot L*pti.itty endirse the
BRT's proposal to change the street side prory process, with these studies it
tiptoes dght up to ir.
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As it happens, many of the matters the working group wishes to have studied
have already been exhaustively examined by proxy review groups over the last
twenty or so yea$. Most recendy, in 2001, a Ptoxy Voting Review Committee
(PVRC), initiated by the SEC and independent of tbe New York Swk Exehange,
studied the street side proxy process, focusing on the appropdateness of the
ptory fee structute and whether the entite beneficial proxy voting process
served the interests of all constituencies. The PVRC included representatives
of large, midsize, and small issuets, institutional investors and brokers.

The PVRC concluded that the cost of the proxy process to all issuers, not iust
big frrms, was steadily coming down because the administered fee system
combined with the single processor model created incentives for technological
efficiencies. The committee's chairman summarized the views of the PVRC in
calling the street side proxy process "tJre finest proxy system in the wodd,"
whose "integrity, efficiency, fairness, audit ability [sic] and reliability.. .must be
maintained." r3

To its credit, the working group report cites the PVRC's conclusions and its
endorsement of the street side proxy system. ft a.lso notes the PVRC's firdi"g
tlrat the street side proxy process enjoys a 400 prcent costadvant4ge over the
registered side (registered shareholders do not own their shares through
brokerage accounts).

Under these c.ircumstances, it would seem hard to justifiz calls for further study
of the street side proxy process with the aim of abandoning it for another
model. To rationalize aking that course, the working group invokes everyone's
favorite deus ex machina technological change. Supposedly, new technological
developments since 2001 have "provided the opportunity fot easier and less
expensive. . . communication between issuers and shareholders." The report

13 The chairman of the PVRC was Steve Norman of American Express. Mt. Norman rvas also a
member of the NYSE l7orking Group. Richatd Koppes, anothet member of the working group,
was s€c(etary to the PVRC and urrote much of the latter's report Since the working group repot, in
its recommendations, pretty tholoughly repudiates the P\IRC condusions and calls for studies tiat
would replicate what the PYRC did only four years ago, it would be intetesting to know if Messts.
Norman and Koppes have changed their minds about the excellence and accountability of the street
side ptory process. Mote likeln the force of their views, like a counter cur(eng explains the sther
schizophrenic quality of the repotCs descdptive text which veers back and forth from praising the
st(eet side proxy process (e.g, "it is impossible not to recognize the tremendous success of the
existing system') to fioding, with a characteristic lack of evidence, all sotts of problems (e4, "there is
limited accountability in the curent system'). Thi.s care6-rl ambivalence perhaps takes the place of
the publication of dissenting vievs. If so, it is regrettable. In my opinion, the publication of
dissenting views, and a cortespondingly less ambivalent majority repon, would have resulted in a
more serviceable teporL
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neither identifies those changes in technology nor explains why they have not
been or could not be captured by the current system.la

Shott end ofthe stfck

It is no secret that big business, in the fotm of the BRI, has been frustrated
with the SEC in tegard to the Roundtable's petition to change the street side
system. The BRT and its allies have complained to the Commission about the
latter's lack of action.ls

The working group's foimation, a frrnction of the F',xchange's decision to
become a for-profit, publicly traded entity, gave the BRT an opporunity to
press its case in a friendly forum. While the working group did not embrace
the BRT Bosition, the report did provide a helpfrrl boost by endorsing the
paring back of the broker vote and calling for studies that seem, simply by
being recommended, to subvert the legitimacy of tlle current system.

Presumably, if the BRT goes back to the SEC to again demand acrion on its
original position, the report of the working group will 6grxe prominently in the
Roundtable's call for action - regardless of whether or not the Exchange
actually accepts tl1e feport's recommendations. 16 The working group report
will ultimately be most useftrl to the BRT and its allies as a counter to the
PVRC report.

I find nothing nefarious about any of this. It is business as usual. Given that
the NYSE's reveflue model tums on listing fees and trading volume, the

la The only technological ehange I can think of- the SEC's push for the use ofinteractive data in
financial reporting - has no obvious connection to the structure of the street side ptoxy process.
15 See letter ofJohn J. Casteliani, I-ouis M. Thornpson, Jr., Chades V. Rossi, and David Smith to Alan
Bellet and Annette L. Nazareth, July 29, 2005. At the time of the writing of this letter, Mr. Beller was
Director of the Division of Corporation Finance at the SEC and NG. Nazareth was Director of the
Division of Market Regulation. Ms. Nazareth is curendy an SEC Commissioner. The lettet is
available at http://www.eovemanceplO&lsialalrgghangrentletters/coalitionviews.pdf.
16 Thus Mr. Thomas J. Lehner, a senior of6cial of the Business Roundtable, recently said that .1t's

impctative that tlre SEC resolve tie shateholder communication issue," in tight of the working
gtoup's recommendation to change the broker vote. See Kip Betz,'TtrYSE Extends Time Before
Proposi"g Change on Votiog of Uninstructed Shares," Bureau of National A ffxrs, Dai! kpott Jor
Exccatfuu, October 4,2006, pp. A-25 - A26. As an aside, this piece incorrectly alleges that "of late"
that there have been a "number of high proEle instances" of '$roker votes swinging the election of
company officers." I know of no such instance, high profile ot otherwise; indeed such an outcome
would be impossible except in cases in which majotity voting had already been put nto place by a
company, Othetwise, in an uncontested election, only ene vote is needed to elect a director- In a
contested boatd dection, broket votes afe not counted because such electiqns are not roudne-
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Exchange is naturally going to pay closest aftention to the views and policy
goals of its largest listed companies. That fact, and the NASDAQT curious
deference to the NYSE as the latter moves to change the prory process for all
public companies, is the central dynamic behind the teport.17

Because smaller issuers with significant numbers of individual shareholders on
the street side were not inclirded in t}te working group's membetship, they got
the short end of the stick. By declaring that all directot elegtions, most of
which are uncontested, should be non-routine, the report kicked an important
ptop out from under the btoker vote, which has served smaller public
companies so well. And, in its calls for a study to develop a free market model
for proxy fees, the report would grant big business the leverage to beat down
the fees they must pay while handing smaller companies a bigger bill.

It is important to be clear about this second point I bow to no one in my
reverence for the free market ot my prodigal use of ftee market thetoric to
justify my views on a host of issues. Nevertheless, the fact is, if proxy fees are
not administered in an equitable way, smaller companies will pay more aod
bigger companies will pay less

If one purpose of American public policy is to provide open competition for
enterprises of all sizes, the case for scale in how regulatory costs are
apportioned is unavoidable. Administered pricing of street side proxy fees is
one way of doing this, wh,ile still insudng the introduction of technological
efficiencies that have helped to secrre a 400 percent cost advantage over the
registered side.18

17 To the best of my knowledge, the NASDAQ, which lists many smallet public companies, has not
said anything publicly about the btoker vote or about possible changes in the proxy fee structure.
The NASDAQ has the same revenue model as the NYSE, and NASDAQs lagest listed issuers may
be as indiffetent to this matter as are their counterparts listed on the NYSE.
18 My skepticism about the BRl"s proposal fot revamping the street side ptory ptocess does not
mean that I think all is well urith shateholder voting. New investment vehicles and strategies may
threaten the integrity of shareholdet voting because of what Professots Henry Hu and Bemard Black
have identified as the "decoupling of economic ownership of shares ftom voting rights to those
shares." Hu and Black call this "new vote buying." It is a phenomenon that deserves catefii study
and, pethaps, new.disclosue rules. Issuets of dl size should be able to find common ground on this
matter, ratler than disagreeing over efforts to remove brokers ftom the sueet side ptoxy ptocess.
See Henry T.C. llu and Bemard Black, "Empty Voting and Hidden (\,{orphable) Ownership:
Taxonomn Implicat.ions, and Reforms," The Buinat lztlcr, Volume 61, May 2006, pp. 1011 - 1070.
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The larger issue

As I noted at the beginning of this memorandum, the NYSE Proxy Working
Group is best seen as a small case study of a larger issue. That larger issue is
how very big institutions in American economic life - big business and big
institutional investots - pursue their own ends in the name of gteater
accountability and improved corporate govemance. Some good has resulted
from this process. It has nonetheless been heedless of smallet public
compaflies, which often face very different costs and governance challenges'

One sees the same themes in t-he current controversy over reforrning Sarbanes-
Oxley legislation (SOX). Earlier this year, the SEC's Advisory Committee on
Smaller Public Companies released a report to assess "the crirent regulatory
system for smaller companies. under the securities laws of the United States and
make recommendations for changes." This report represents the most
searching and comprehensive examination available of regulatory costs on
cipital formation for smaller public companies. It documented how the costs
of regulation, in particular the costs of new internal control and auditing
requirements established by SOX, are "dramatically higher" as a percentage of
revenues for smaller public companies than they are for larger public
companies.

Sbortly after its release, the Advisory Committee report was allowed to slip
quiedy overboard. I doubt that twenty people ever read the whole thing and,
with a couple of exceptions, it stirred Iitde Congressional interest. Indeed, the
only attention that the Advisory Committee report received had to do with its
proposal to temporarily relieve very small public companies from the internal
controls provisions of SOX. The entire establishment jumped all over this
idea. One part of the establishment - big companies - found it pteposterous
that a cawe-out from SOX would not include them. Of course, the corporate
governance elite disliked it for the opposite reason: they feaxed any exception
to SOX might eventually apply to big companies. Lost in this shuffle was afly
consideration of the merits of the idea itself.

By way of contrasg a new group calling itself The Committee on Capital
Markets Regulation was recendy founded, comprising, according to the
Committee's press release, "U.S. business, financial, investor and corporate
governance, legal, accounting and academic leaders." This group will be
suggesting SOX-telated "changes in regulation and legislation" to "improve the
competitiveness of the U.S. public capital markets."
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The Secretary of the Treasury has said that he wishes the committee well and

so do I. Looking at the Committee membership, though, I am struck by-the

absence of anyone who could remotely be considered a fepfesentative of

smaller public companies or the venture capital community. Instead, I see that

the president and Co-COO of the NYSE is on board, as are several Business

Roundtable members such as the CEO of Pdcewaterhousecoopers and the

CEO of Office Depot.

Now, The Committee on Capital Markets Regulation is, I gather, a privately

funded group. No ooe says that room mrrs-t be_made in the club for smaller

public companies of vefltufe capitalists. What I do say is that to the extent that

ihe Committee comes up with reform ideas, the capital formation problems of

smaller American companies are not likely to be much addressed. This is tie

pattem we have already seen with the NYSE Working Group'

That pattern has implications for the futue of smaller companies and how they

finanie their growth. As Professor'$flilliam Camey recently wrote,'tn the Enot,
I_za Beuieu [i]he relevant question today is whether regulation has gone so far

as to force honest busines ses, at hatt those of modut iry, to consider abandoning
public markets for less regulated Private ma-rkets. [emphasis added]"le This is a

ieal concert and, as the expefience of the NYSE \forking Group suggests, it is

a firnction of a regulatory regime thag for now at leasg remains indifferent to

that prospect.

1e Quoted in PeterJ. Wallison,'Tlie Canary in the Coal Mine: What the Growth of Foreign

Securitiei Markets and Foreign Financing Should Be Telling Congress and the SEC," Frzancial Seniat

Orrthok, All'|Leirc,ln Entelprise Institute for Public Policy Research' August 2006' rwallison's

impotant piece is available on the Instinrte's website' www'aei'org 
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Appendix

Larry V'. Sonsini, Chartman

NYSE Listed Companies
o Jeffrey Mc'Waters, CEO, Amerigroup Corp.

e Margaret Foran, Vice President and Colporate Sectetary, Pfizer,

Inc.
o Stephen Norman, Coqporate Secreary. American Exptess

r James Parsons, Corporate and Securities Counsel, Exxon Mobil

MSE Member Organizations
o Esta Stecher, EVP and General Counsel Goldman Sachs

(represented by Beverly OToole of Goldman, Sachs)
o Rosemary Berkery, EVP and General Counsel, Merrill Lynch

o Judith Smith, Managing Dkector, Morgan Stanley

Institutional Investof s
. G^ry Glynn, President, U.S. Steel Pension Fund
. Peter Clapman, SVP and Chief Counsel for Corporate

Governance, TIAA-CREF
r Glenn Booraem, Principal and Assistant Fund Controller,

Vanguard Group

I-egal Community
r Richard Koppes, Of Counsel, Jones, Day
. Amy Goodman, Partner, Gibson Dunn & Crutcher

Individual Investots
. Kurt Stocker, Professor, Medill School of Joumalism,

Northwestern University and Chairman, NYSE Individual

Investors Advisory Board
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